
  

Wes Coas by definition is the epitome of an artist prepared to be the next superstar 
with a style that can only be compared to the smooth delivery of West Coast Legends. Wes 
Coas’s  songwriting ability and content rival the likes of Jay-Z and 50 cent. Even with 
these comparisons Wes Coas stands alone in today’s Hip Hop Arena.

Born an raised in Compton, 
California. Wes Coas follows in the same 
line of fellow Compton Alumni Eazy E, 
Dr. Dre, DJ Quik, and The Game. 
However where Wes Coas  differs is by 
providing listener’s with an alternative 
West Coast view that is not based in the 
violence that is often associated with 
West Coast Music. In 2009 Wes Coas 
released his independent debut album,

“Manifest Destiny” a collection of songs meant to influence and encourage listeners to 
believe in self and strive towards your future. Within six months of that release Wes Coas 
began the “Manifest Destiny Tour” which began in Houston and toured the south with 
spots in New Orleans , and Atlanta. During this time his website was launched () in order 
to provide a more personal interaction between himself and his fans worldwide.

In 2010 Wes Coas aligned himself with Fly Cat Music Group to assist with 
managing his  career and work along side his own Conundrum Records imprint. 
Internationally acclaimed rap artist Wes Coas currently on the world wide “United Front 
Tour”, which features Fly Cat Music Group artists Maro and Team Next.  The tour follows 
the 2010 release of the collaborative effort of Wes Coas  and super producer 7th  Letter, 
collectively known as BND (Belief Never Dies), “Great Western From”. The  duo’s 
album comes in the wake of several successful solo releases from Wes Coas, including 
mixtapes, - F.E.A.R., The Blocca, and The Regression, and album - “Manifest Destiny”. 
The “United Front Tour’s” domestic shows are scheduled for venues in California, 
Louisiana, Arizona, New Hampshire, Atlanta  and Texas.  Wes Coas  returns in October to 
begin the  “Can’t Knoc the Wes Tour” with West Coast legend Knoc’Turnal (“Bad 
Intentions” ft. Dr. Dre and “The Knoc” ft. Dr. Dre and Missy Elliot).

For more information or booking contact:

www.WESCOAS.com


